If R is an /z-Iocal domain, then the hereditary torsion theories of R are described in terms of the hereditary torsion theories of R M for all maximal ideals M of R. By means of an example, it is shown that /z-local is too strong a hypothesis for this localization property. As an application, all the hereditary torsion theories of /z-local Priifer domains are described. Some equivalent conditions for a domain to be /i-local are generalized to conditions about hereditary torsion theories.
Introduction. R will always denote an integral domain and all /?-modules are unital modules, spec R will denote the set of all prime ideals of R and mspeci? will denote the set of all maximal ideals of R. The main purpose of this paper is to describe the hereditary torsion theories of R in terms of the hereditary torsion theories of the localizations R M for all M G mspeci?. We will generally follow the terminology of the text by B. Stenstrδm [9] . Because of the bijective correspondence between the hereditary torsion theories of R and the Gabriel topologies of R [9, Ch. 6, Theorem 5.1] , it suffices to describe the Gabriel topologies of R. The results will be described mostly in terms of the Gabriel topologies of R.
We remind the reader of the definition. A Gabriel topology of R is a non-empty family ^of ideals of R satisfying axioms T1-T4:
Tl. If / G S"and / C / for / an ideal of R, then /Gf. T2. If /, / G f, then // G <9. T3. If / G S'and r G R, then (/: r) G f. T4. If / is an ideal of R and / G ^with (/: r) G ^for all rE/, then /Gf.
The condition that £F is non-empty is equivalent to requiring ΛEf. Note that condition T2 has been changed from the condition "if /, / 6 f, then / Π / G <% " of the Stenstrόm text [9] to the present equivalent form for commutative rings. It is easily seen that T3 and T4 imply Tl and T2, and since the rings considered in this paper are all commutative, Tl implies T3. Thus to show that ^is a Gabriel topology of R it suffices to verify T3 and T4, or to verify Tl and T4. It follows immediately from T2 that if / G <» 9 then Γ G f for all n > 0. Given a Gabriel topology <5 oί R, the class of torsion i?-modules of the corresponding hereditary torsion theory consists of all Λ-modules T such that Ann Λ (x) G ^for all x G T.
Proof. Verify T3. Let / G g Π R and r G R. Since (/: r) D /, (/: r) 5 D / s G §, and so (/: r) G g Π JR by Tl of g, verifying T3.
Verify T4. Let / be an ideal of R with / G g Π i? and (/: r) G g Π 7? for all r G /. By Lemma 1.1(3), (I s : r) D (/: r) s G g and so (I s : r) G g. Thus (/ s : JC) G g for all x G J s . By T4 of g, I s G g, and so / G g Π i? ? verifying T4 for g Πί. D Lemma 1.1 (6) gives the well-known bijective correspondence between the set of all ideals of R s and a set of (some) ideals of R, and in general this is not a bijective correspondence onto the set of all ideals of JR. In a similar manner, Corollary 1.5 gives a bijective correspondence between the set of all Gabriel topologies of R s and a set of (some) Gabriel topologies of i?, and by Example 1.6 this is in general not a bijective correspondence onto the set of all Gabriel topologies of R. Proof. The intersection of a family of Gabriel topologies of R is again a Gabriel topology of R. Hence this follows from Proposition 1.3.
Λ-local domains and the main results.
R is h-local if every non-zero prime ideal of R is a subset of only one maximal ideal of R and every non-zero element of R is an element of only finitely many maximal ideals of R. This definition is due to E. Matlis [6] and discussion of Λ-local domains can be found in [6] , [7] , [8] , [1] . Thus /z-local domains are exactly the domains whose torsion modules decompose into the direct sum of their "M-adic submodules" for all M E mspeci?. This generalizes the fact that torsion Abelian groups decompose into the direct sum of their />-adic subgroups for all prime integers p. It would seem reasonable that the property of a domain being Λ-local is related to the torsion theories of the domain. Theorem 2.4 will illustrate this.
A non-zero Gabriel topology of R is a Gabriel topology ®5 of R with the property that {0} (jEΦ.In other words, a non-zero Gabriel topology of R is one which is not the family of all ideals of R. Let %(R) denote the set of all non-zero Gabriel topologies of R. We will write the elements of
LEMMA 2.1. Let <$ E %{R) and define <$' -{I: / is an ideal of R and 
. Every non-zero prime ideal of R is a subset of only one maximal ideal of R if and only if φ is surjectiυe.
Proof. Assume that every non-zero prime ideal of R is a subset of only one maximal ideal of R.
Let ME mspec R. We must verify that
by Lemma 1.1 (1) . Let P E mspecR -{M}. Since P Π M contains no non-zero prime ideal of i?, we have J p = Q, the quotient field of R. Thus I p = J P Π R P = Q Π R P = R P E § [P] . Therefore / E <fby definition of 5", and so J = I M E <5 M .
Conversely, suppose that i? is a domain with a non-zero prime ideal P such that P C M λ Π Λf 2 with Λf l9 M 2 E mspec i? and Af, 7* Af 2 . Let ^be the Gabriel topology of R given by 3F= {/: / is an ideal of i? and Proof. This is a translation of Theorem 2.4 to torsion theories. The above results say that for Λ-local domains, a hereditary torsion theory of R is determined by its localizations, i.e., by the corresponding hereditary torsion theory for R M for all M E mspec R. One might suspect that this localization property characterizes the Λ-local domains. This is not quite the case as the following example indicates. EXAMPLE 2.6. There exists a domain R with the property that R is not Λ-local and φ is a set bijection.
Proof. We will use the Krull-Kaplansky-Jaffard-Ohm method of constructing Bezout domains as described in [3] . The example to be given is due to W. Heinzer and J. Ohm [5] (also in [3] ). Let Z be the totally ordered group of integers, let N be the set of positive integers, let Z N have the product ordering, and view elements of Z N as sequences (z 1? z 2 ,...) or simply (z n ) where z n <ΞZ for all n E N. Let G = {(z n ) E Z N : there exists k E Z such that z n -k for all but finitely many n E N). With the induced ordering of Z N , G becomes a lattice ordered group. By [3, Theorem 1.9] there exists a Bezout domain i? whose group of divisibility is order isomorphic to G. Let Q be the quotient field of R and use an asterisk* to denote non-zero elements. Then there exists a surjective function π: £>* -> G so that R = {0} U {x E g* : TΓ(Λ ) > 0). For / E TV, let Af f = {0} U {r E i?* : if ττ(r) = (z π >, thenz f >0}, and let M^ = {0} U {r E i?* : if π(r) = (z rt ), then z n > 0 for all but finitely many n E N). Then mspeci? = {^}«GTVU{OO} anc * R M * S a discrete valuation ring (DVR) for all MEmspeci?. It will be shown that this R has the required properties.
Every non-zero element of M^ is an element of infinitely many maximal ideals of R, so R is not λ-local.
Since speci? = mspeci? U {{0}}, every non-zero prime ideal of R is a subset of only one maximal ideal of R. By Lemma 2.3, φ is a surjective function. To verify that φ is injective, consider • Mfr, and so it follows that / is of the required form. This verifies that is the set of all finite products of elements of G Jϊi.
Case 2. Suppose M^ E 9IL and 911 is finite. We claim that ίϊis the set of all finite products of elements of 91L. As in Case 1, ^contains all finite products of elements of 9H. Suppose 9ΐt = {M^, M iχ9 ... 9 M tn }> Let /Gf. Then there exist non-negative integers k 9 k l9 ... 9 k n such that J M = k and I^^iM^ for 7= 1,2,...,*. Therefore I = M^Af* /S which verifies the claim that f is the set of all finite products of elements of 91L. In all three cases, there is a description of <$ in terms of the given ( @[M]) 9 and so only one such ^Fis possible. Thus φ is injective. D
The discussion in this section does not fully answer the question of when the function φ is a bijection, i.e., when Gabriel topologies are described locally. When R is an Λ-local domain, then φ is a bijection by Theorem 2.4, but Λ-local is too strong a hypothesis by Example 2.6. It is possible that φ is a bijection if and only if every non-zero prime ideal of R is a subset of only one maximal ideal of R. It is also possible that one needs an additional condition that is weaker than requiring that every non-zero element of R is an element of only finitely many maximal ideals of R.
Valuation domains and other examples.
We wish to describe all the Gabriel topologies of valuation domains. Following the B. Stenstrόm text [9], the following notation will be used. For P E spec R, let f (P) be {/: / is an ideal of R and / £ P} 9 and for <$ C spec R, let Φ(Φ) = Π P^( P). Then ^(P) and 
) are Gabriel topologies of R. Moreover, in some special cases such as if R is a Noetherian ring, then every Gabriel topology of R is of the form 9(9) for some 9 C speci? [9, Ch. 6. Corollary 6.15] . As shall be seen, the situation is not this simple for valuation domains. We remark that if P is an idempotent ideal of R, i.e., P 2 = P 9 then {/: / is an ideal of R and P C /} is a Gabriel topology of R [9, Ch. 6, Proposition 6.11] . 34 WILLY BRANDAL AND EROL BARBUT EXAMPLE 3.1. There exists a valuation domain i? with a Gabriel topology which is not of the form ( 5( (^) for some ty C specR.
Proof. Let R be a valuation domain whose group of divisibility (i.e., value group) is order isomoφhic to the additive group of rationals with the standard ordering (for example [10, •
We present an alternate description of the Gabriel topologies for ty C spec R where R is a valuation domain, and then describe all the Gabriel topologies of a valuation domain. 1. This follows from the fact that if P l9 P 2 E speci? and DP^then^^) C ^(P 2 ).
2. Since P £ <3\ one has P G Π, «p Φ(J) = Φ(Φ) and so f (9>) D U {P}. Proof. It has already been noted that the two types of ¥ described are Gabriel topologies. Conversely, suppose ^ is a Gabriel topology of R. Define P= U {P' E speci? : P' C ΓW). Then P E speci? and / D P for all I G ty. Suppose J o is an ideal of i? and / 0 J P. We claim that Define Pj = (Ί {P r E speci?: P r D / 0 }. Then P x E speci? and P 1 D / 0 J P. Therefore P, jί Π fand so there exists / E ^with P, jί /. Hence J £ P {9 and choose JC E P ι -/. Then J ξ Rx and so i?x E <3\ Let P 2 = Π* =1 i?jc". Then P 2 E speci? and P x 5 P 2 . It follows that P 2 $ / 0 . There exists an integer n > 0 with Rx n ^ I o . Since i?x E $", we have i?jc" E ^by T2. Thus I o E Φ, as claimed.
Therefore ^must be Φ(P) or Φ(P) U {P}. In the latter case, fGf implies P 2 E fby T2, and so P 2 = P. D Consider the Example 3.1 where Λ is a valuation domain with maximal ideal M and M 2 -M and spec R = {Af, {0}}. Then by Theorem 3.3, there are four Gabriel topologies of R, namely ^ = {i?}, ^ = {/?, Af}, 5^ the set of all non-zero ideals of R, and % the set of all ideals of R. One can readily describe the corresponding hereditary torsion theories. For ^F,, the only torsion Λ-module is the zero module. For W 29 the torsion i?-modules are the semi-simple i?-modules. For $3, the torsion Λ-modules are the "classical torsion modules," i.e., the /{-modules T where Ann Λ (x) φ {0} for all x E T. For ^, every Λ-module is torsion.
As a comparison, consider the example R which is a DVR with maximal ideal M. Then there are three Gabriel topologies of R, namelŷ ,$3, and ^4 as described in the last paragraph, with the same corresponding torsion theories. Relating these to 
) for £P C spec i?, one has
We briefly comment on another difference of these two Krull dimension one valuation domains in the last two paragraphs. By [9, Ch. 6, Proposition 2.1] if ?Γ is the torsion class of some torsion theory, then ?Γis closed under extensions. Thus, for the R of Example 3.1, one has the fact that if 0 -* S x -> S 2 -> -S3 -> 0 is a short exact sequence of i?-modules and S λ and 5 3 are semi-simple, then S 2 is semi-simple, and so the sequence splits.In other words, Ext^(S^, S λ ) = {0} for all semi-simple i?-modules S 3 and S x . On the other hand, if R is a DVR with maximal ideal M, then if 0 -» R/M -* A -> R/M -> 0 is a short exact sequence of /{-modules, this does not imply that the sequence splits-one can have it not split with A = R/M 2 . In other words, Ext^Λ/M, R/M) 9* (0 
